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the school, includes the physical space and equipment, the
availability of food, the amount and kinds of food needed,
and how they can be prepared and served attractively so that
children will wish to eat.
At home, as soon as an infant outgrows his high chair and
begins to observe adults eating, he should have a low table
of his own, or share one with other young children in the
family. It should be a miniature of the family table. If a
bouquet decks the family table, the child should have some
decoration on his table. The provision of a small table need
not be difficult or expensive. Orange crates or discarded
boxes which are sawed, put together, and painted can become
very attractive tables, stools, or chairs. The older brother or
sister might make these in the crafts room at school if parents
cannot make them.
The preschool usually has suitable equipment for serving
the mid-morning and noon meals. School lunch rooms for
the elementary children should have the same, with tables
and chairs that are graduated in height. Frequently, however,
one sees in school lunch rooms children of six, seven, and
eight years struggling with over-sized trays and dishes as they
sit at tables that are too high. Such conditions are conducive
to poor table manners. Good table manners may be defined
as eating, and otherwise conducting oneself while at the table,
in a manner that is pleasing to others. Schools should help
teach good manners in eating.
THE LUNCH PERIOD SHOULD BE A SOCIAL HOUR
The atmosphere of the lunch room should be social.
People should be friendly, voices should be kept lowered, and
the children should be encouraged to relax and chat with their
friends while eating. Undue hurry should be avoided, but
dawdling not encouraged. A few moments of quiet reading
or music preceding the lunch period might contribute to re-
laxation. The children might then eat more of their food,
digest it better, and consequently feel better afterwards.

